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Abstract. Coulomb-projectedBorn methods for the theoretical study of electron impact
excitationof hydrogenand heliumare reviewed.The resultsobtainedby usingdifferentforms
of Coulomb-projectedBorn methodsare compared withother theoreticaland experimental
results and analyzed. The inadequacy of the variable charge Coulomb-projected Born
approximation(VCCPB)--themostrecent formof the Coulomb-projectedBorn methods-in givinggood results in processes where exchangeis dominant is discussed in detail. The
'modified'VCCPBapproximationobtained by modifyingthe VCCPBmethodto removeits
shortcomingsis also discussedand its applicationto electronimpactexcitationof 23s state of
helium is studied.
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I. Introduction

The Coulomb-projected Born approximation consists basically of modifying the usual
Born approximation by taking an explicit account of the Coulomb interaction between
the projectile and the target nucleus. Different ways of taking this Coulomb interaction
into account have led to different CPB methods--Geltman's Coulomb-projected Born
approximation (CPB) (Geltman 1971, 1976), generalized Coulomb-projected Born
approximation (GCPB) (Stauffer and Morgan 1975) and variable-charge Coulombprojected Born approximation (VCCPB) (Schaub-Shaver and Stauffer 1980a).
Geltman's CPB method has been applied by Geltman and Hidalgo (1971) and Hidalgo
and Geltman (1972) to evaluate the direct scattering amplitude for electron impact with
hydrogen and helium. No account of exchange was taken. A better CPB study o f e - - H
scattering was carried out by Stauffer and Morgan (1975) who also included exchange
contributions. These authors extended the CPB approximation by introducing a
screening parameter which takes partial account of the screening of the nuclear charge
by the bound electrons. Calculations were carried out for several values of the screening
parameter and results in (reasonable) agreement with experiment were obtained. More
recently Schaub-Shaver and Stauffer (1980a) generalized this model by making the
screening parameter a function of the distance between the incident particle and the
target atom. This VCCPB approximation has been applied to electron impact
excitation of hydrogen (Schaub-Shaver and Stauffer 1980a) and hydrogen-like ions
(Schaub-Shaver and Stauffer 1980b) and it was found that the calculated total cross167
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sections are in better (as compared to the results for a fixed screening parameter)
agreement with experimental and other theoretical results. When applied to electron
impact excitation of 11S-21S excitation in helium (Singh et al 1983a) and helium-like
ions (Singh et al 1983b) it was seen that for low impact energy the VCCPB
approximation gave results which were not as good as was expected. Comparing the
VCCPB method with Bhatia and Temkin's (1977) distorted wave (DW) method it was
concluded that the VCCPB approximation is inadequate for processes where exchange
contribution is significant. This inadequacy of the VCCPB method was discussed by
Singh et al (1984) who also modified the VCCPB approximation to remove this
shortcoming. This 'modified' VCCPB method together with the original VCCPB
method has been applied to electron impact excitation of 11S-23S transition in helium.
The results obtained by the 'modified' VCCPB method are in much better agreement
with the experimental and other accurate theoretical results.

2. General theory of the CPB approximation

It has long been accepted that the first Born approximation (FBA) gives a reasonably
accurate account of total cross-sections for a large class of inelastic processes at some
sufficiently high energy. It remains unclear how high this energy (of course, this limiting
energy depends on the process under consideration) must be for FBA results to be
reliable within some preassigned error. Comparison of experimental and theoretical
results also shows that FBA does not describe well the inelastic differentia! crosssections at large angles, but again, there is no way of specifying in advance the angular
range over which one can expect FBA results to be accurate within a preassigned error
at a specified energy. To improve upon the Born approximation modifications of this
basic approximation e.g. distorted wave Born method, Vainshtein-Presnyakov and
Sobelman (VPS) method, Eikonal Born series method, Coulomb-projected Born
method etc have been suggested. These modified approximations take account of the
incident particle-target nucleus and incident particle-bound electron interactions to
different extents. We shall mainly discuss the CPB approximation in some details.
The Coulomb-projected Born (CPB) approximation was formulated by Geltman
(1976) making use of the fact that one may split the total Hamiltonian H of a system in
an arbitrary way between an unperturbed part H and a perturbation V. The most
common choice is to assume that the unperturbed part consists of the (N-electron)
target and a non-interacting incident particle (electron in our case). We thus write
H = H A - - ~l V 2rN+ 1

(1)

and consequently
g~

Z
----FN+I

N

1

4- i ~= 1 trN+ _ r i I,

(2)

H a is the Hamiltonian of the target atom with N electrons, rN+ l represents the coordinate of the projectile and r{s, for i = 1. . . . N represent the co-ordinates of the N
bound electrons. The target nucleus is assumed to be infinitely heavy and at rest and is
also taken as the origin of the co-ordinate system.
The transition matrix element Tjf for a transition in which the target atom goes from
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an initial state i to a final state f can be written as
Ti/= (exp(ik/'rN+l)tp/(rl,r2 . . . . .

rs)l VlqJi(rl, r2 . . . . rN+l)).

(3)

Geltman included the - Z/r N÷~term in the unperturbed part of the full Hamiltonian
and wrote
Ho = HA-½V 2

z

(4)

rN+l rN+l'

and

s
1
V = i=IE [rN+l_ r/[ •

(5)

With this choice of the interaction potential the T-matrix element takes the form

I II
For this choice of rio the total wavefunction •I for the final state can be written in the
form
Sf = x/(kf, rN+l)tpf(rt, r2 . . . . rN),

(7)

where Xf is the Coulomb wavefunction of the projectile electron (with wave vector k f)
in the Coulomb field of the nuclear charge Z of the target atom. In the earlier way of
separating n (equations (1)and (2)) the corresponding $ : is similar to (7) but •: has to
be replaced by a free wave cxp(ik: • r N+t) (as in this case no net positive charge is acting).
It is this replacement of a Coulomb wave in place of a plane wave in the expression for
Ti: due to which Geltman's procedure is referred to as the Coulomb-projected form of
the transition matrix element.
The Coulomb-pro~ected Born approximation is obtained in the usual manner by
replacing the exact scattering solution ~P!+) by an approximate solution of the form
exp(iki'rN+t)tpi(rl, r2 . . . . rN) in equation (6). ki is the initial wave vector of the
projectile electron and tpi is the wavefunction of the target atom in its initial state. If we
make the same replacement for ~P~+) in expression (3) we get the Born approximation. In
the Born approximation the incident electron-nucleus interaction term -Z/rN +1makes
no contribution to the direct excitation amplitude as it vanishes due to the
orthogonality of the atomic wavefunction. However, in the Coulomb-projected Born
approximation i.e. equation (6), the - Z/r N+~term does contribute significantly even in
the direct amplitude and this approximation is a better representation of the electronatom collision process.
When applied to electron impact excitation of hydrogen (Geltman and Hidalgo
1971) (ls-2s, 1s-2p, 1s-3s transitions ) the evaluated CPB total cross-sections converge to
Born results at high energies, but the differential cross-sections at large angles show
marked disagreement with the Born approximation though the CPB values are in
reasonable agreement with experimental results.
The reason for the qualitative success of the CPB is its inclusion of the interaction
between the incident electron and the target nucleus, an effect which is neglected
entirely in the first Born approximation but is included in higher Born approximations.
The CPB is thus analogous to a complete summation of that part of the Born series
which involves the interaction between the incident electron and the target nucleus.
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However, the incident electron-atomic electron interaction is included only upto the
first order.

3. Generalization of the CPB method
Later Stauffer and Morgan (1975) argued that a more accurate description of electronatom collisions must note that the incident (also the scattered) electron never 'sees' the
bare nucleus, and hence does not experience its full charge but only 'sees' a partially
screened charge. This screening is provided by the bound electrons in the target atom.
Normally the most important contribution to the e-A inelastic processes involving the
excitation or ionization of any particular electron from the atom A comes from impact
parameters which are comparable to the appropriate shell radius. Since we are
interested usually in excitation of outer valence electrons the incident electron spends
most of its time outside the inner shells which effectively screen the nucleus, at least
partially. At very low incident energies this argument may not hold and the incident
particle may have to penetrate inside the shell in which case the screening gets changed
drastically. Even the effective binding energy of the bound electrons may get changed.
Such effects are well studied in the inner shell ionization of atoms by heavy charge
particles (Brandt et al 1966a, 1966b). In this case the appropriate choices for the
unperturbed Hamiltonian and the interaction are
no = HA_ ½ V~+,
2

(8)
FN+I

_

and

N

1

V= ZrN÷l¢ ~ , ~=1 ]rN+,- r,I

(9)

where 0 ~< ~ ~< Z. The corresponding transition matrix element then becomes
T~f = <qoy(rl, r2 . . . . .

rN) Xf(~, rN+l)[ VI tpi(rl ,r2 . . . . rN)

× e x p (iki" rN+l) >.

(10)

In (10) Xs is a Coulomb wavefunction describing the scattered free electron in the field
of a charge situated at the position of the nucleus. This approximation (equation (10))
is referred to as the generalized Coulomb-projected Born (GCPB) approximation and
reduces to the first Born approximation for ~ = 0 and to the Geltman's CPB
approximation for ~ = Z. A further modification of the method was later suggested by
Schaub-Shaver and Stauffer (1980a) in which one assumes that ~, the screened nuclear
charge, is a function of the position of the incident electron. This approximation is
referred to as the variable-charge Coulomb-projected Born approximation (VCCPB)
and is described in the following.
In the VCCPB approximation the perturbation potential V is taken as
V= -

Z-

¢(rN+l)
rN+l

N

+ y._

1

.

(11)

"= 1 rN+l -- ri

Here ~ (rN+ t) is the screened charge seen by the free scattered electron which depends on
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the position of the scattered electron. The VCCPB choice for ~(rN+l) is based on the
following arguments.
The charge density (in units of e) due to a single electron, say electron 1, in the Nelectron system described by a wavefunction tp (rl, r2 . . . . rN) can be written as
p l ( r l ) = S dr2 dr3 . . . . drNItp(rb r2 . . . . .

rN)l2.

(12)

The charge density p(r) at position r due to all the atomic electrons is therefore given by
(13)

p(r) = N 19, (r).

The potential experienced by the incident electron at position rN+ ~due to this total
electronic charge density p(r) at the point r is given by
p(r)

U(rN+|) = jfl r ~_~N+,I dr.

(14)

Hence from (12) and (13), we have

U(rN+,) = N f Iq,(r~;r21rl- rN+l}rN)12 drt dr2

. . . dr N.

(15)

The total potential of the incident electron is thus given by
Z
---

rN+l

+ U(rN+ l).

(16)

If we write Q(rN+t)/rN+ , = U(rN+~) , then the effective potential felt by the incident
electron can be written as
- -Z÷
rN+l
or by

- [Z-

Q(rN+,)
rN+l
Q(rN+I)]/rN+ r

(17)

(This expression is just the static potential of the atom when it is in the state described
by the wavefunction q~(rl, r2 . . . . . . rN)). Based on this description the screened charge
seen by the scattered particle can be taken as

¢(r,,+,) = Z - Q(rN+,).

(18)

It is clear that as long as the unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian i.e. Ho can be written
as the sum of two terms--one representing the target atom and another which is a
function of the projectile electron co-ordinate rN+:, we can always write for ¢,f
~y = tpf(rl, r2 . . . . .

rN)'F(rN+I).

(19)

F(rN+~) represents the wavefunction of the scattered particle. Since in the VCCPB
approximation the above decomposition of Ho holds, in this VCCPB method ~,y is
represented as in (19).
Transition matrix element for the VCCPB approximation for electron-helium
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scattering is obtained by putting N = 2 in (10), replacing Xi:(~, r~+t) by F(r3) and
antisymmetrizing the initial state wavefunction
T~ccPB= ( q~i (1, 2) F (r3) [ V IM~0, (1, 2) exp (iki" r3) ).

(20)

V is given by equation (11)..~¢ is the antisymmetrization operator.
Direct T~ and exchange T ex transition matrices were obtained (Schaub-Shaver and
Stauffer f980b) separately by expanding F (k¢, r) as a sum over partial waves

F(k/,r)= ~

1

E,

(21 + 1) i ~exp(itl) U~ (k:, r) Pt (cos 0)
r
'

(21)

where 0 represents the angle between the final momentum vector k: of the scattered
electron and its radius vector r and P~ (cos 0) is the Legendre polynomial of degree I.
Ut(k:, r) satisfies the differential equation

-dr2 + k}

r2

~-

U~(k:, r) = 0.

(22)

The boundary conditions to be satisfied by Ut are

UI (k:, r) = 0

(23)

r-*O

and

(

)

Ui (ky, r) = k? 1/2 sin kit - -~ - 6l •
r---~ oo

Equation (22) was solved by a non-iterative procedure due to Marriot (1958), the
normalization being obtained by comparison with the JWKB solution (Burgess 1963).
The differential cross-section was obtained by using the expression
da _ 1 IT d - TeX[2
dfl 47g2

(24)

The total cross-section tr is obtained after integrating this expression over the angular
co-ordinates.
When applied to helium-like atoms (Singh et al 1983a, b) for 21S excitation by
electron impact it is seen that the results obtained using VCCPB method at higher
energies are in agreement with other theoretical and experimental results. Differential
cross-section obtained by this method at 100 eV and 200 eV in the case of helium atom
is in better agreement with the experimental results than CPB resulxa (Singh et al
1983a). At low energies the results obtained by this method (VCCPB) diverge from
other (similar) theoretical and experimental results (Singh et al 1983a, b).
This method (VCCPB) was further applied (Singh et al 1984) to electron impact
excitation of 23S state in helium atom. The results obtained are in very poor agreement
with other theoretical and experimental results (for all values of the impact energy)
(figure 1). Looking at these results it was conjectured that the VCCPB approximation
gives poor result in processes where exchange phenomenon is dominant. (The 23S
excitation of helium atom by electron impact can occur only through exchange because
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Figure I. Totalcross-sectionfor 11S-23Stransition in helium by electronimpact. Theory:
- D - D - 'modified'VCCPBresults;
VCCPBresults;-..- R-matrix (Fon et a11979); - . Many body theory (Thomaset al 1974);-- -- DWPO results (Scottand McDowell 1975);x - x - DW results (Baluja and McDowell 1979);. . . . . Second-orderpotential method
(Winters 1974cited in Scott and McDowell 1975);. . . . .
Born calculation (Felden and
Felden 1977).Experiment:O Yagishita(1978a);A Trajmar (1973);• Crooks et al (1972); •
Vriens et al (1968).

relativistic effects are being neglected and in electron impact excitation of 21S state of
helium-like atoms exchange is considerable at low energies). To verify this conclusion
we shall analyze the VCCPB method and compare it with Bhatia and Temkin's (1977)
(BT) distorted wave approach as there is an apparent similarity between the two
methods even though the results obtained by the VCCPB method in the case of electron
impact excitation of helium-like ions (Singh et al 1983b) are not in reasonable
agreement with those obtained by the BT method.

4. Excitation of 23S state of helium
It is easy to show that the VCCPB model, in which the effective nuclear charge as seen
by the projectile varies with the latter's position, is essentially a distorted wave Born
(DWB) approximation wherein the distortion is included in the final channel only.
The screening parameter determines the static potential of the target system in its initial
state and the distortion of the scattered particle wavefunction by this potential is
considered.
The VCCPB method when applied to electron impact excitation of 11S-21S
transition in helium-like ions yields cross-section results, at low incident energies
(where exchange contributions are significant), which are in very poor agreement with
results obtained by Bhatia and Temkin (1977). This particular form (BT model) of the
DW model is very similar to the VCCPB model differing only in the choice of channel
in which distortion is included. The BT model includes distortion in the initial channel
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while the VCCPB model includes it in the final channel. Both models do not take any
account of polarization. To explain the large discrepancy between the VCCPB results
and the other DW results in the case of electron impact 11S-21S excitation in helium
and helium-like ions and in the case of 11S-23S transition in helium atom we examine
(Singh et al 1984) the DW methods and the VCCPB method.
We see that in the DW methods distortion is taken into account in both the channels
or, if in only one channel, in the initial channel for which the wavefunction is properly
antisymmetrized. On the other hand in the VCCPB method, distortion is considered in
the final channel where the wavefunction ~z is unsymmetrized. In the DW methods the
distorted radial wavefunction U~(r)satisfies the differential equation
(d 2

drr2

l(l+ 1) 2V1~ x~(r)+k})Udr)= W(r)Ut(r),
r2

(25)

whereas in the VCCPB method the distorted radial function satisfies the equation
( d2 / ( l + l )
~rr2
r2

)
VI,. 1,(r) + k~ Ut(r) = 0.

(26)

These two equations differ from one another in an important manner, namely the
presence of an additional antisymmetrization (also sometimes referred to as exchange
potential, Baluja et al 1978) potential W(r) in the former equation. Vl,,1,(r ) and
Vls,2s(r ) a r e the static potentials of helium in the ground and excited configurations
respectively. Thus in the DW methods the additional Hartree-Fock exchange potential
W (r) is included while solving the radial part of the distorted wavefunction whereas in
the VCCPB method this is not so. The distortion introduced in the VCCPB method is,
therefore, inadequate.
Recently we used a VCCPB type DW model utilizing the prior form of T-matrix to
remove this discrepancy and obtained very good results for ltS-23S excitation of
helium by electron impact. The mathematical details are as follows:
In the case of electron helium scattering
312

H=-

~

~ 5Vi-

i=1 -~

Z

31

--

~" ri;

(27)

i = l ri d-- t= l - j>i

Z is the nuclear charge and is equal to 2 in the case of helium, but can take other values
for other helium-like systems. In the decomposition
H = Hi + ~

(28)

we take
Hi

=

~1

~ V~ -

i=l

and

~Z

Vi = - -- +
r3

1

-- +-i=1 ri
r12

.

(29)

(30)

i=lr13

Let us write V~as a sum of two terms
V~= Ui+ W~

(31)
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U~ = ( q~:(1, 2)t ~[q~:(1, 2) ).

(32)

and take
In other words U~ is the static potential of the target in the final state. The prior form
of the T-matrix element then takes the form
(~¢tps(1, 2) F s ( 3 ) I ~ - Ud t#,(1, 2) F,(3)).

(33)

In the above equation we have replaced the exact total wavefunction of the final channel
i.e. ~P~-) by an approximate but properly antisymmetrized function sCtps(1, 2)F s (3).
For the ground state 11S of helium atom we have used a wavefunction due to Byron
and Joachain (1966) of the form
. with

~;(rl, r2) = (4n)-1 Ri(rl, r2 )

(34)

Ri(ra, r2) = R1s(rl) Rl,(r2)

(35)

The one-electron radial functions were represented by a sum of two exponentials:

Rl~(r) = (Ae -p" + Be-~').

(36)

The parameters have the values
A = 2-60505,

B = 2.081144,

p=1.41,

q=2.61

The excited state wavefunction q~: (rt, r2) for the 2aS state is represented in the form
(Van den Bos 1969)

with

q~/(rl, r2) = (4n)- t Ry(rl, r2)

(37)

Rf(rt,

(38)

r2) = t~l (rl) •2(r2)- t#l (r2)02(rl).

The one-electron functions qb1 and q~2 are again represented in terms of exponentials:
~b1(r) = exp ( - anr) and

q~2(r) = N[exp(-cnr)-brexp(-bnr)-I.

(39)

The parameters have the values
an=2"0,

cn= 1"57, bn = 0.61,

N = 4.1956,

b = 0.340.

If we expand Fn(r3) In = i,f] in terms of partial waves in the form
Fn (r3) = k~- 1/2 r~ 1 ~ (2/+ 1) i' exp [ _ i {61 + rh(kn)}]
/=0
x U~' (kn, r3) Pa (cos ~ "r3)

(40)

(+ sign is used in the exponential according to whether it is an outgoing or an incoming
distorted wave), we see that U~' satisfies the differential equation
( d2dr2

I(l+r
2 1)
2Ui(r)+k2)U~(r)
= tSnf 2 - ~ (FtYI1)(r)+F2YI (r))+261°rS(r) "

(41)
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We have used the following definitions of Y~") and
y}l) (r3) = r3

and

fo

y(2)

d?l (rl) th....( r l ) r l (r,3)'<
~
drx

Y12)(r3) --- r 3 fo ~ ~2(rl)U~(rl)r I (r13)/>+
(rl 3)1<1

dr1.

(42)

(43)

These quantities Yz(~)and I:(2) satisfy the following Hartree type exchange equations:

ff__fi2y}j)(r)
(j)(rl-, (21+ 1) q~j(r) U~'(r)
= ~l(l+l)
Yl

(44)

j = 1,2.
FI, F2 and S are functions of r and depend on the final state atomic wavefunction
parameters.
From equation (41) the following points emerge:
(i) The radial part Ui(r) of the wavefunction Fi(r) satisfies a homogeneous
differential equation as in this case the right hand side vanishes as ~,¢ = 6i: = 0. The
resulting homogeneous differential equation is
( d2 1(1+1)
))
~rr2
r2 ~-k2 - Ui(r U~(r) = 0
and differs from a free partial wave of momentum k~ only in the presence of the
potential Ui(r). This potential as already mentioned above is the static potential of the
helium atom in the final state. So the radial wave U~(r)contains distortion effects only
due to this potential.
(ii) (a) The radial function U{ for the I = 0 partial wave in the final channel satisfies
an inhomogeneous equation. The inhomogeneous term in this case consists of two
parts namely
4
~ ( F x ( r ) Y ~ t ) ( r ) + F 2 ( r ) Y } 2) (r)) and 2rS(r).
21+ 1
Both these terms contain contributions from both initial and final atomic states. In
addition, the first term, i.e. the term involving Y }1)(r) and Y }2)(r), incorporates exchange
terms of the type one sees in atomic calculations using the Hartree-Fock method.
Thus we find that U o~(r)satisfies an equation which differs from a free wave equation
and includes distortion effects not only due to the static potential U~ but also due to the
Hartree exchange potential.
(b) For waves with l # 0 the term 2fitorS(r) on the right-hand side of equation (41)
vanishes and hence the inhomogeneity consists of one term i.e.
4
- (FI (r)Y }l)(r) + Fz(r ) Y }2)(r)).
21+ 1

However, in view of the remarks in (iia)even this partial wave includes distortion due
to Hartree exchange potential in addition to that due to the static potential U~.
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We compared the present results (total cross-section) (figure 1) obtained for the 11S23S excitation of helium atom by electron impact using the VCCPB method as well as
the 'modified' VCCPB method with other calculations. The results obtained in the
VCCPB model are in very poor agreement with the results of other distorted wave
models (Scott and McDowel11975; Baluja and McDowel11979, Winters 1974) and also
with other calculations (Thomas et al 1974; Fort et al 1979; Felden and Felden 1977).
The results obtained by using the 'modified' VCCPB method on the other hand are in
close agreement with the experimental results (Yagishita 1978; Trajmar 1973; Crooks
1972; Vriens et al 1968) even for low incident energies. For incident energies >/80 eV
the 'modified' VCCPB results nearly coincide with the results obtained in the very
sophisticated DW calculation due to Baluja and McDoweU (1979). Differential crosssections obtained at 40-1 eV and 100 eV also show a qualitative agreement with the
experimental results (figures 2-3).
We take the prior form of the T matrix in the modified VCCPB method and write

r = ('V)-'tV,-

U,I

,/,,)

and include the effect of distortion in ~}- ). Since ~}-) is now a properly symmetrized
wavefunction the distorted wavefunction is forced to satisfy the symmetry constraint
(see equation (41) and comments on it) referred to above. This results in a proper
inclusion of the Hartree-Fock exchange (symmetrization) potential in the radial part of
the distorted wave equation thereby removing the shortcoming of the original VCCPB
method. The wave-function ~b~in the initial channel also includes distortion but only
due to the potential Ui which we took as the static potential in the final state of the
target helium atom. Since we retain the concept of the variable screening in our
calculations with this scheme and retain distortion in the final channel as in the VCCPB
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method (in contrast to BT model where the distortion is in the initial channel only) we
refer to this model as the 'modified' VCCPB prior form model.
In order to convince ourselves that a simple inclusion of distortion (in the sense of the
VCCPB method) in both the channels is not capable of allaying the deficiency of the
VCCPB method as exemplified by its failure to reproduce ltS-23S excitation crosssections we made separate calculations in the VCCPB method itself after including
distortion in the initial channel also. In these calculations, however, we did not include
symmetrization potential while solving the radial equation for the distorted wave in the
initial channel. The right-hand side (exchange potential) of equation (41) was put equal
to zero in both the cases. The cross-sections obtained in this set of calculations are
almost indistinguishable from the earlier unmodified VCCPB results.
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